Background {#Sec1}
==========

The "great sympathetic"\... "was the principal means of bringing about the sympathies of the body". With these words Langley \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] summarized the ideas of Winslow \[[@CR3]\] on connectivity and function of the intercostal nerve in his treatise on human anatomy. Within the general term "sympathetic" he included three nerves, the intercostal nerve or great sympathetic synonymous to the paravertebral sympathetic chain, the medium sympathetic synonymous to the par vagum or pair of vagus nerves and the small sympathetic synonymous to the portio dura of the seventh nerve. Thus, nearly two centuries before the large breakthroughs in physiological studies on nervous tissue and the synthesis of histological and cellular studies towards the neuron theory, the vagus and sympathetic nerves were linked by their naming and the assumption that these nerves are substantially involved in the matching of functional states among the different organs. This idea was taken up two centuries later by Cannon \[[@CR4]\] in his monograph "The Wisdom of the Body" and the attempt to understand the interplay of nervous and hormonal control in particular mediated by the sympathetic nervous system and the adrenal gland in adapting the internal milieu to the changing external challenges the organism meets.

In this review we first describe the anatomical and physiological findings that led to the formulation of the classical model of the autonomic nervous system, subdivided into sympathetic and parasympathetic subsystems, acting partly in antagonistic manner. The heart as a prime target of autonomic innervation is discussed with respect to the historical unfolding of the physiological function of both autonomic nervous pathways regulating heart activity, their anatomical trajectories and the positions of the neuron cell bodies involved. We then consider the electrophysiological and neurochemical features of autonomic neurons, to illustrate neuron diversity even within each of the autonomic subsystems and to compare the cranial, thoracolumbar and sacral autonomic domains, their constituent cells and targets. This paves the way to delineate neuron development and factors regulating the acquisition of neuron subtype- specific features determining functional properties. We highlight transcription factor fingerprints of preganglionic and postganglionic neurons at different axial levels that suggest a sympathetic rather than parasympathetic developmental profile of the sacral spinal cord outflow, which stands in stark contrast to the classical model of autonomic neuron domains. Then we discuss the limitations of our understanding of the mechanisms responsible for the selective innervation of postganglionic neuron populations by the appropriate preganglionic neurons. Together with the more detailed characterization of a range of autonomic neuron populations so far underrepresented in the molecular and developmental analysis, a comprehensive understanding of the cellular composition and connectivity of the autonomic nervous system is expected to emerge.

Main text {#Sec2}
=========

Formulation of the classical model for the autonomic or involuntary nervous system at the turn to the 20th century {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

During the last two decades of the 19th century a series of keystone publications on structure and function of autonomic nerves were released from the Gaskell and Langley labs that provided the foundation for the thinking about the "autonomic" \[[@CR1]\] or "involuntary" \[[@CR5]\] nervous system dominating the 20th century.

Gaskell attempted to replace the nomenclature of the efferent nerves, which to him in part appeared entirely artificial or hypothetical, by fundamental divisions of the nervous system where physiological and structural properties can be grouped together. In a series of landmark papers on the nerves innervating the heart \[[@CR6]\], the visceral and vascular systems \[[@CR7]\] and the cranial nerves \[[@CR8]\], Gaskell noticed the differences in the presence of small and non-myelinated (non-medullated) fibers in the nerves leaving the central nervous system from cranial to sacral levels. This histological approach to classify the efferent nervous system to the vascular and visceral muscles led to a subdivision into bulbar, thoracolumbar and sacral parts in addition to a small mesencephalic section \[[@CR5]\]. A very similar conclusion was drawn by Langley \[[@CR1]\] from a series of studies combining histological analysis, electrical stimulation, pharmacological intervention and nerve transection in the autonomic nervous system as exemplified by a series of treatises on the innervation of the pelvic and adjoining viscera \[[@CR9]--[@CR12]\]. The use of nicotine allowed the interruption of ganglionic transmission and the separation of preganglionic and postganglionic effects upon electrical stimulation of autonomic nerves. With the help of adrenaline and pilocarpine, as exemplified by the analysis of sweat gland regulation \[[@CR13]\], muscarine and also choline, the effects of nerve stimulation could be compared to what then became known as noradrenergic and cholinergic neurotransmission. From a large set of data Langley divided the autonomic nervous system into a sympathetic, a parasympathetic and an enteric division \[[@CR1]\]. The parasympathetic division is subdivided into a tectal, a bulbar and a sacral subdivision. While the effects of adrenaline closely resemble the majority but not all effects of sympathetic nerve stimulation, the effects of pilocarpine mimic the effects of parasympathetic nerve stimulation.

For Langley \[[@CR1], [@CR14]\] it appeared convenient to cover the tectal and the bulbo -- sacral nerves under the name parasympathetic since they differ in their pharmacological response from the sympathetic nerves whose action in general can be mimicked by application of adrenaline. He was eager to point out, however, that the sweat gland regulation by sympathetic nerves poses an exception as this target tissue responds to pilocarpine similar to parasympathetic target tissues. In addition, Langley emphasized that sympathetic nerves supply all parts of the body while the parasympathetic nerves supply only special parts.

An important issue in Langley's synthesis \[[@CR1]\] is the discussion of the source of the preganglionic axons to the sympathetic and parasympathetic system. He emphasized the critical contribution by Gaskell \[[@CR5], [@CR7]\] on the distribution of myelinated fibers in the communicating rami, pointing out the gaps in their presence between thoracolumbar levels and cranial as well as sacral levels. This is nicely illustrated by Gaskell \[[@CR7]\] in his classical publication on the white and gray rami communicantes and the visceral nerves in particular in dogs as well as by Pick and Sheehan \[[@CR15]\] presenting a drawing of the macroscopic situation in man from cervical to sacral levels and cross-sections on individual rami communicantes.

Integration of knowledge into the classical model of the autonomic nervous system during the 20th century {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The classical model of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system provided an amazingly constructive framework for results coming in from the biomedical disciplines at increasing speed. The division into two subsystems acting at least in part in an antagonistic manner based on two neurotransmitter systems provided a very attractive framework for considering system biological problems and to confront a vast range of therapeutic challenges. The opposite action of sympathetic and parasympathetic stimulation on the ciliary muscle, the heart and the reproductive organs were but three examples where the attraction of this approach became apparent. Histological, electrophysiological, pharmacological and neurochemical approaches became the main motors to complete an anatomical and physiological description of cellular structure and function of the autonomic nervous system and its target structures \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\] as well as an increasing understanding of the dysfunctions.

### Reciprocal regulation of heart activity by vagus and sympathetic nerves {#Sec5}

The interrogation of the neural control of the heart at the turn of the 19th century resolved the problem of whether the heart was able to move independently of the presence of the nervous system and the question for the contribution of the nervous system to the modulation of heart activity \[[@CR18]\]. Work on the effects of nerve transection on heart activity that had been focusing on the vagus and intercostal nerves was complemented by electrical stimulation experiments inspired by Galvani's and Volta's observations \[[@CR19]\]. During this time, the consensus developed that the heart is operating autonomously yet the operation can be modified essentially by the vagus and intercostal nerve.

The first convincing report on antagonistic regulation of the heart activity by the vagus and the sympathetic nerve is attributed to the brothers Ernst Heinrich and Eduard Weber using the electromagnetic rotation apparatus for experiments performed in frogs and confirmed in birds and mammals. Ernst Heinrich Weber reported in 1845 (as cited by von Bezold, 1863) that galvanic excitation of the vagus nerve weakens the heart and slows down or interrupts the heartbeat, while excitation of the sympathetic restores, enhances and enforces the movement of the heart.

At the time Langley and Gaskell released their key papers, Bayliss and Starling \[[@CR20]\] published an influential set of experiments on the autonomic regulation of mammalian heart function performed in dogs. Stimulation by induced currents of the parasympathetic vagus nerve and the sympathetic cardiac branches originating from the inferior cervical ganglion demonstrated cardio -- inhibitor and cardio -- accelerator effects, respectively, on heart rate as well as output. Likewise in dogs, analysis of stimulation and resection of vagal nerves and parts of the sympathetic strand were performed and analyzed in the exercising animal \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\] to demonstrate the opposite effects of parasympathetic and sympathetic stimulation on heart rate and blood pressure.

A quantitative model for the regulation of heart rate by the parasympathetic -- sympathetic antagonistic action was developed \[[@CR23]\], yet the complexity as well as incompleteness of this quantitative understanding was appreciated \[[@CR24]\]. The characterization of the precise trajectories of the autonomic innervation to the heart culminated in the compilations of the experimental results on the neuronal elements involved in the neuronal control of the heart \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\] founding the discipline of "Neurocardiology" \[[@CR27]\]. The reciprocal and nonreciprocal components of the interaction of parasympathetic and sympathetic effects on heart beat under "normal" and "non-normal" conditions were demonstrated \[[@CR28]\]. For a range of reasons heart rate variability and the effects of the autonomic nervous system and other players thereon remained of particular interest \[[@CR29]\]. To understand the neural networks subserving the autonomic regulatory circuits, the trajectories of the parasympathetic and sympathetic fibers and their reflex regulation by relevant sensory stimulation were analyzed.

The anatomical course and physiological impact of the cardio -- inhibitor and cardio -- accelerator fibers were studied in different mammalian species. They are exemplified by studies in dogs where electrical stimulation and surgical interruption of different cardiac nerve branches and the paravertebral sympathetic trunk were combined to determine the course of the preganglionic vagal and postganglionic sympathetic neurons \[[@CR30]--[@CR32]\]. Postganglionic parasympathetic neurons in the heart were described later \[[@CR33]--[@CR35]\] and the understanding of their organizational structure was refined to the current level \[[@CR36]\]. Crucial progress in the understanding of the functional organization of this system emerged in the 1970s. The autonomic control of the heart by sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves was analyzed at the level of reflex regulation of nerve activity by chemoreceptor and baroreceptor stimulation \[[@CR37]--[@CR39]\] including the characterization of the activity patterns of identified preganglionic and postganglionic sympathetic neurons \[[@CR40], [@CR41]\]. The comparison of reflex regulation of sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve activity in relation to the heart rate was investigated under atrial distention in the dog \[[@CR42]--[@CR44]\] and a similar analysis performed with chemoreceptor activation \[[@CR45], [@CR46]\].

The balanced interaction of the two tracks of the autonomic nervous system during regulation of heart function as reflex action under different stimulus settings and stressor regimes and its relation to heart dysfunction and autonomic conflict remain the focus of continuing interest \[[@CR47], [@CR48]\]. Understanding the sympathetic parasympathetic antagonism and the applicability of the Rosenblueth -- Simeone model became addressed during human exercise \[[@CR49], [@CR50]\]. Under baroreflex stimulation and pharmacological blockade the alterations in sympathetic and parasympathetic activities under exercise were estimated \[[@CR51]\]. Of particular interest, the imbalance of the autonomic nervous system in the pathophysiology of heart failure and infarction remains a key question \[[@CR52]--[@CR54]\]. Here, the functional reorganization of the parasympathetic and sympathetic innervation to the heart has attracted considerable interest \[[@CR55]\].

### Tracing of the sympathetic and parasympathetic connections to the heart {#Sec6}

Even though the anatomical connection of the vagus nerve, the sympathetic trunk and the heart was already recognized in the 18th century \[[@CR2]\], anatomical studies to compare heart innervation among human subjects and monkeys have remained of interest until the 21st century, yet at submicroscopic scales \[[@CR56]\]. A critical contribution to the understanding of autonomic target innervation at the cellular level came from retrograde labeling studies in particular with the help of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) application to the target tissues or sectioned nerve endings. A more recent study \[[@CR57]\] analyzed neurons labelled by HRP application to the heart of monkeys. The detection of labeled neurons in the nucleus ambiguus of the brainstem as well as the superior and medium cervical and stellate ganglia of the longitudinal sympathetic strands demonstrates that this labeling discloses preganglionic vagal and postganglionic sympathetic neurons.

Labeling of the entire vagus nerve or the target structures heart, lungs and stomach was performed in the cat by Kalia \[[@CR58]\] and disclosed the positions of the somata of the preganglionic neurons in the nucleus ambiguus, the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus and the nucleus retroambiguus. Application of HRP into the sinoatrial or ventricular myocardium of the rat labeled cells primarily in and around the nucleus ambiguus \[[@CR59]\]. Upon injection of HRP into physiologically identified cardio -- inhibitory filaments of individual cardiac nerves, which elicited bradycardia and negative inotropism after stimulation, this location was confirmed and directly linked to the physiological action of the nerves analyzed \[[@CR60]\].

Upon HRP application to the heart and aortic arch of the dog, the greatest number of labeled postganglionic cell bodies is detected in the medium cervical ganglia, in addition in the cranial poles of the stellate ganglia and occasionally in the superior cervical ganglia \[[@CR61]\]. Upon HRP injection at different sites in the heart of the cat, sympathetic neurons were predominantly localized in the right stellate ganglion, fewer in the superior and medium cervical ganglia and fewest in thoracic ganglia \[[@CR62]\]. The comparison to the observations in monkeys, where most of the cells are found in the superior cervical and less in the stellate ganglion \[[@CR57]\] indicates that the major site of postganglionic sympathetic neuron somata to the heart may differ between mammalian species.

### Characterization of the sympathetic neurons at different levels along the rostrocaudal axis {#Sec7}

The connectivity between preganglionic and postganglionic neurons was analyzed by electrophysiology in the superior cervical ganglia of the guinea pig \[[@CR63]\]. This provided detailed understanding of the segmental distribution along the cervical and thoracic spinal cord of preganglionic neurons synapsing onto individual postganglionic neurons, the number of innervating preganglionic neurons terminating onto individual postganglionic neurons and the strength of the connections. However, the precise target of the studied postganglionic neuron remained unknown \[[@CR64]\]. A study of the innervation of postganglionic neurons in the celiac ganglion also by intracellular recording provided a classification of neurons with different responses to preganglionic stimulation \[[@CR65]\]. Again, the precise targets of the analyzed cells could not be revealed from the isolated ganglion preparation.

Characterization of the electrophysiological properties of preganglionic sympathetic neurons and their reflex regulation by sensory stimuli demonstrated a diversity of neuron populations that may subserve different functions \[[@CR66]--[@CR68]\]. This was also reflected in the reflex regulation of the activity of postganglionic sympathetic neurons by different sensory stimuli (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Distinct alterations in neuronal activity patterns were observed upon extracellular recording in nerve branches preferentially innervating distinct sympathetic targets such as skin or muscle vasculature or sweat glands \[[@CR69]--[@CR71]\]. These and subsequent studies indicated that different sympathetic pathways are available to different target organs and tissues \[[@CR72]\] to mediate homeostatic orchestration of target functions \[[@CR73]\].Table 1Selected subpopulations of postganglionic sympathetic neuronsA) electrophysiologically defined subpopulationsNeuron classMVCCVCSMPMTransmitterNENEACHNEPeptide catNPYNPYVIPGALGALCGRPGALPeptide guinea pigNPYNPYVIPDYNCGRPDYNmajor stimulus humanbaro-inhibitioncooling generalwarming general catbaro-inhibitiontemperaturevibrationhypothalamic stimulation(selected from \[[@CR17]\]B) subpopulations defined by RNA sequencingNeuron classNA 1NA 2NA 3NA 4NA 5ACH 1ACH 2Average transcript number per cell TH691059385100251 DBH48837179673721 DDC4310591107882812 VMAT 2296358383442 CHATzerozerozerozerozero21 VACHTzerozerozerozerozero79 NPY11767847863227411 SOMzero1zerozerozero353 VIP111zerozero367200 CGRP (CALCA/B)zerozerozerozerozero4/36/5defined targeterectorerectormusclemusclecompiled from \[[@CR80]\], supplementary figure nn.4376 -- S4The table displays a selected set of sympathetic neurons derived from electrophysiological analysis (A) or from RNA sequencing profiles (B)Electrophysiological analysis (A) defined a large number of sympathetic neuron classes named according to the target tissue supplied by the nerves from which recordings are made: *MVC* Muscle vasoconstrictor, *SVC* Skin vasoconstrictor, *SM* Sudomotor and *PM* Pilomotor among other populations not listed here. Classical neurotransmitters *NE* Norepinephrine and *ACH* Acetylcholine as well as neuropeptides detected in cat and guinea pig are provided for the individual neuron classes. In addition, the major stimuli detected by microneurography in humans and extracellular recording from prepared nerve filaments in cats are indicated to demonstrate the different reflex circuits and functional integration of the neuron classesRNA sequencing profiles analyzed by unsupervised clustering algorithms (B) from material derived from stellate and thoracic mouse sympathetic ganglia disclosed a number of noradrenergic (NA 1 to 5) and cholinergic (ACH 1, 2) neuron populations distinguished by the preferential expression of certain genes. The numbers shown for the different genes give the average number of transcripts for the respective gene in a cell of a given population. Interestingly transcripts for noradrenergic markers *TH* Tyrosine hydroxylase, *DBH* Dopamine beta hydroxylase, *DDC* DOPA decarboxylase and the *VMAT 2* Vesicular monoamine transporter 2 are not absent from the cholinergic neuron populations. On the other hand, cholinergic markers *CHAT* choline acetyltransferase and the *VACHT* Vesicular acetylcholine transporter are not detectable in the noradrenergic neuron populations. The *NPY* Neuropeptide is not absent from cholinergic neurons while *SOM* Somatostatin and *VIP* Vasoactive intestinal polypeptide are largely restricted to one or both cholinergic neuron populations. The targets given for the NA 2 and NA 5 are derived from developmental analysis and genetic labeling of specifically expressed genes. The high level SOM expression in ACH2 is characteristic for sudomotor neurons

Characterization of the electrophysiological properties in combination with morphometric analysis and histochemical classification \[[@CR74]\] complemented the understanding of the nature of sympathetic postganglionic neurons. Comparison of animal studies with microneurography in humans confirmed that sympathetic postganglionic neuron populations characterized in mammalian model organisms also can be detected in humans \[[@CR75]\].

In addition to the location of the cell bodies of the autonomic neurons, their histological characterization provided increasing insight into their nature. In particular the neurons of the sympathetic ganglia became the subject of histological and molecular analysis that provided insight into the neurotransmitter phenotype \[[@CR76]--[@CR78]\], their neuropeptide complement \[[@CR79]\] and, in very recent times, their entire transcriptome \[[@CR80]\]. The introduction of immunohistochemistry and later in situ hybridization beautifully demonstrated that the vast majority of sympathetic neurons, which physiologically and pharmacologically were characterized noradrenergic, were distinguished by catecholamine histofluorescence \[[@CR81]\], expression of the enzymes required for noradrenaline biosynthesis \[[@CR82]\] and coexpression of all the genes coding for the required enzymes in addition to transporter proteins involved in catecholamine uptake and storage \[[@CR83]\]. Yet cholinergic neurons were also found \[[@CR84], [@CR85]\] as is expected from physiological studies. In the stellate ganglia of rodents they constitute a small (about 5%) but significant population, which is established during postnatal development under the influence of the target tissues, in particular sweat glands \[[@CR80], [@CR86], [@CR87]\]. Quantitative gene expression analysis in individual cells of cervical and thoracic ganglia allows the identification of subpopulations of sympathetic neurons targeted to different tissues and the characterization of the gene products determining the physiological properties of these neurons \[[@CR80]\] (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Schematic illustration of the sympathetic neuron subtype differentiation in the mouse. BMP-signaling at the dorsal aorta elicits the expression of a group of transcription factors, including Phox2b, Hand2 and Gata3 \[[@CR156]--[@CR158], [@CR221]\] that induce noradrenergic (Th, Dbh) and cholinergic genes (ChAT, VAChT), resulting in a high proportion of cells with a mixed noradrenergic/cholinergic phenotype at E10.5-E11.5 \[[@CR143], [@CR151]\]. At birth, the vast majority of postmitotic sympathetic neurons display noradrenergic properties; cholinergic characteristics are observed only in about 5% of sympathetic neurons \[[@CR80], [@CR151], [@CR222]\]. Single-cell RNAseq of mature sympathetic neurons from P30 sympathetic ganglia allowed to define 2 subtypes of cholinergic sympathetic neurons (ACh1 and ACh2) (labeled by red cell bodies) and 5 subtypes of noradrenergic sympathetic neurons (NA1--5) (noradrenergic sympathetic neuron subtypes are labeled by different shades of blue) \[[@CR80]\]. ACh1 and ACh2 correspond to previously identified sudomotor and periosteum-innervating neurons \[[@CR85], [@CR153]\]. NA2 and NA5 have been identified as nippleerector and piloerector sympathetic neurons. Sudomotor, NA2 and NA5 subtypes differentiate during postnatal development from noradrenergic neurons under the influence of target-derived differentiation signals \[[@CR80], [@CR87]\]. Vasoconstrictor, secretomotor, motility-regulating sympathetic neurons as well as other subtypes identified by physiological approaches are not yet characterized with respect to their gene expression signature and whether their differentiation is also controlled by target-derived signals

Such a detailed knowledge is not yet available for preganglionic sympathetic or pre-- and postganglionic parasympathetic neurons. Characterization of the postganglionic vagal neurons innervating the heart is still incomplete. Histochemical characterization of the heart ganglia demonstrated the presence of a cholinergic neuron population, considered to represent the postganglionic parasympathetic neuron population, and a population of small intensely fluorescent cells whose function is not fully characterized \[[@CR88]\]. The comparison of their gene expression profile to that of sympathetic neurons in the cervical and stellate ganglia will be of prime interest.

Of similar interest will be the characterization of the preganglionic neurons in the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems. A very important finding was the discovery of the Phox2 transcription factors expressed in preganglionic motoneurons of the brainstem \[[@CR89]\]. In the respective mutant mice cranial preganglionic neurons in the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus and nucleus ambiguus are missing already in embryonic development. In contrast, somatic and visceral spinal cord motoneurons are generated from Olig2-expressing progenitors and are characterized by Hb9 and Islet1 transcription factors \[[@CR90], [@CR91]\].

### Autonomic innervation of the abdominal viscera {#Sec8}

Of note, application of HRP to the vagus nerve not only labels preganglionic parasympathetic neurons in the brainstem but also postganglionic sympathetic neurons in the cervical sympathetic ganglia. Even HRP application to the cervical vagus reveals labeling in the sympathetic trunk \[[@CR92]\]. Moreover, innervation to the abdominal viscera via the vagus nerve can be traced to the cervical and thoracic ganglia \[[@CR93]\].

After HRP application to the duodenum and jejunum in the cat and the guinea pig, sympathetic neurons are not only labeled in the celiac ganglion but also in the cervical and stellate ganglia of the sympathetic trunk \[[@CR93]\]. Since crushing of the vagus nerve deletes the labeling in the cervical and stellate ganglia, their postganglionic neurons to these targets project in the vagus nerve. Further distal parts of the gut as well as pelvic viscera are innervated by different domains of the autonomic nervous system involving lumbar sympathetic postganglionic neurons and sacral, initially called parasympathetic, preganglionic neurons.

Thus, the abdominal parts of the digestive tract are innervated by several domains of the sympathetic and of the parasympathetic nervous system. The cervical and thoracic domains of the sympathetic system target the duodenum and jejunum via postganglionic neurons from cervical and thoracic ganglia running in the vagus nerve. In addition, neurons from the celiac ganglia and the splanchnic nerves are involved. Lumbar domains of the sympathetic nervous system target the colon via postganglionic neurons in colonic nerves from the mesenteric ganglia \[[@CR94]--[@CR96]\]. The lumbar sympathetic domains also target the remaining pelvic viscera \[[@CR97]\]. This abdominal region is also innervated by autonomic neurons originating in the sacral spinal cord \[[@CR98], [@CR99]\]. Preganglionic neurons can be labeled by HRP application to the pelvic and pudental nerves \[[@CR100]--[@CR104]\].

Postganglionic sympathetic neurons innervating abdominal viscera are located in the paravertebral chain of ganglia, in prevertebral ganglia, in isolated clusters of neurons found in the aortic plexus and plexuses accompanying arterial vessels as well as the superior hypogastric plexus, and in the pelvic ganglion or pelvic plexus as it is called in species where the condensation into a well demarcated ganglion is not so prominent.

The prevertebral ganglia -- the celiac, superior and inferior mesenteric ganglia -- were subject to morphological, neurochemical and electrophysiological characterization as described for the cervical and thoracic sympathetic ganglia \[[@CR65], [@CR74], [@CR105]--[@CR107]\]. A genome wide transcriptome analysis is not yet available, however.

The pelvic ganglion or plexus is unique due to its dual composition \[[@CR108]\] reflected in the presence of large numbers of cholinergic in addition to noradrenergic neurons \[[@CR109]--[@CR111]\] and their largely but not entirely selective innervation by preganglionic neurons from the sacral and lumbar spinal cord, respectively.

### Summarizing remarks {#Sec9}

Fostered by the remarkable progress in electrophysiological instrumentation, histochemical techniques and pharmacological approaches, research on the autonomic nervous system in particular during the second half of the 20th century established detailed knowledge of the cellularity and connectivity of the sympathetic and parasympathetic system. The technique of retrograde neuronal tracing by HRP application to sectioned nerves or into target tissues provided a breakthrough in the localization of preganglionic and postganglionic autonomic neurons. Extracellular recordings allowed the characterization of neuronal behavior under control and experimental conditions thus demonstrating the presence of different populations of preganglionic and postganglionic neurons providing pathways to distinct target tissues as exemplified by the sympathetic supply of different vascular beds and other targets. Intracellular recording techniques provided access to the electrical properties of neurons and again demonstrated the presence of different populations of postganglionic neurons in the accessible sympathetic ganglia. In addition they allowed the study of synaptic input from preganglionic neurons to address questions concerning the synaptic integration of autonomic neuronal activity. With these and other techniques a detailed picture of the cellular structure of the autonomic nervous system was developed for adult mammals and assembled into a model of functional organization of two partly antagonistic systems mediating a homeostatic control of key organs.

Challenges to the classical model of the autonomic nervous system from development studies at the beginning of the 21st century {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

During the first half of the 20th century the basic science approach towards the autonomic nervous system was largely restricted to mature mammalian organisms such as cats and dogs. This changed dramatically since the 1950's. The discovery of nerve growth factor (NGF) has put the development of postganglionic sympathetic as well as primary sensory neurons at center stage of Developmental Neuroscience. In the 1970s, immunohistochemical techniques provided specific access to the rate limiting enzyme of catecholamine biosynthesis. Developmental analysis at that time focused on postganglionic sympathetic neurons, expression of the noradrenergic marker enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase and the role of neurotrophic factors in their development. During the 1990s, this focus was considerably strengthened and widened by in situ hybridization for mRNA detection in developing tissues and the inclusion of different markers of neuron populations such as several enzymes of the noradrenaline biosynthesis cascade and transporter proteins. Growth factor receptor protein subunits and transcription factors responsible for cell type specific gene expression and its regulation during development could be analyzed. At the turn of the 21st century, this approach in combination with viral overexpression studies in chick embryos and mutational inactivation studies in mice provided critical insight into the differentiation of the noradrenergic transmitter phenotype in sympathetic neurons and the growth factors and transcription factors involved. In recent years this analysis has been extended to compare sympathetic neuron development at thoracolumbar levels to parasympathetic neuron development at cranial levels. In addition, autonomic neuron development was studied at sacral levels. This resulted in the critical finding that both preganglionic as well as postganglionic neurons at sacral levels are related in the regulation of their differentiation with thoracolumbar sympathetic but not cranial parasympathetic neurons.

### Nerve growth factor (NGF) and the onset of developmental analysis into the sympathetic nervous system {#Sec11}

The discovery and characterization of NGF and its action on peripheral neurons initiated the molecular interrogation into the sympathetic nervous system \[[@CR112]--[@CR114]\]. Different from sympathetic neurons parasympathetic neurons of the ciliary ganglion appear not to depend on NGF \[[@CR115]\]. The interference with nerve growth factor action by application of antisera in mammalian embryos and adult animals proved the requirement for this growth factor for sympathetic neuron development. This was beautifully complemented by the inactivation of the NGF gene in mice resulting in the loss of sympathetic ganglia \[[@CR116]\] as observed with the inactivation of the gene coding for the high affinity NGF receptor trkA \[[@CR117]\]. The loss of sympathetic neurons in trkA mutant mice becomes apparent after the second embryonic week in mice shortly after onset of trkA expression \[[@CR118]\].

Uncoupling of the survival function of NGF by deletion of the proapoptotic Bax2 gene allowed the analysis of additional functions in vivo \[[@CR119]\]. The findings in mice demonstrated that the innervation of different target tissues is affected at very different levels, some targets receiving no supply by noradrenergic sympathetic neurons and some receiving almost the normal complement of tyrosine hydroxylase (Th) --positive fibers. In addition to the importance of NGF for innervation of sympathetic target tissues, this growth factor is critical for development of the dendritic arbor of the neurons \[[@CR120]\]. In addition, the development of the synaptic connections between preganglionic and postganglionic sympathetic neurons depends on NGF \[[@CR121]\] where activated trkA receptors are required in the dendritic compartment of the postganglionic neurons to maintain the synaptic connections with the preganglionic input \[[@CR122]\] (see also below).

### Histochemical and biochemical methods to assess noradrenergic neurons {#Sec12}

The introduction of a range of histochemical and biochemical techniques in the second half of the 20th century boosted developmental analysis of autonomic neurons with particular emphasis on sympathetic neurons. Accessibility of catecholamines and the rate limiting enzyme in their synthesis, tyrosine hydroxylase (Th), by formaline-- induced histofluorescence, enzyme activity measurements and immunohistochemistry established Th as phenotypic marker for catecholaminergic neurons, their biochemical activity state, protein expression and gene transcription. The histofluorescence technique \[[@CR123]\] was applied to sympathetic neuron development in chick to describe the formation of the sympathetic strands \[[@CR81], [@CR124]\] from migrating neural crest cells \[[@CR125]\]. This was extended by the analysis of Th activity and immunoreactivity in sympathetic neurons of embryonic chick \[[@CR126]\], rat \[[@CR127]--[@CR129]\] and mouse \[[@CR130]\] embryos.

A remarkable advantage of the histofluorescence technique was the possibility for combination with nucleolus staining in "quail-chick" chimeras resulting in the breakthrough in the analysis of the neural crest contribution to the postganglionic sympathetic and parasympathetic system \[[@CR131]\]. Transplantation of neural tube from somite stage quail to chick embryos and analysis of the distribution of donor cells in peripheral ganglia of those animals demonstrated that sympathetic neurons are recruited from somitic levels 8 to 28 while levels 1 to 7 contribute neurons to parasympathetic ganglia \[[@CR132]\]. Detailed analysis with transgenically labeled chick demonstrates that somitic levels 3 to 7 in addition to their parasympathetic contribution provide neurons to the superior cervical ganglion \[[@CR133]\].

Another critical finding was the observation that sympathetic neuroblasts are still able to divide after noradrenergic and neuronal differentiation. Combination of catecholamine detection by histofluorescence techniques and demonstration of cell division by incorporation of radiolabeled thymidine into newly synthesized DNA demonstrated that sympathetic neuroblasts in chick embryos are still dividing when they have already acquired neuronal and noradrenergic properties \[[@CR134], [@CR135]\]. This marks a difference to parasympathetic neurogenesis as observed in ciliary ganglia \[[@CR136]\]. A detailed kinetic analysis of cell division and differentiation in postganglionic sympathetic neurons of mice and chick has been obtained by the comparison of incorporation of two labeled nucleotides, BrdU and EdU, into the newly synthesized DNA \[[@CR137], [@CR138]\]. The studies show a temporary deceleration or complete interruption of cell cycling only to resume proliferation after differentiation to the noradrenergic phenotype.

### Induction of the noradrenergic transmitter phenotype in sympathetic neurons {#Sec13}

With in situ hybridization a highly specific as well as selective method was introduced to allow detection of gene expression by mRNA labeling in tissues and even single cells. Comparison of gene expression onset for noradrenergic markers and transcription factors demonstrates an early onset of Th and dopamine beta -- hydroxylase (Dbh) transcript detectability following the paired homeodomain protein transcription factors Phox2a and Phox2b in mice and in chick \[[@CR82], [@CR139], [@CR140]\]. Mutational analysis in mice demonstrates that Phox2b is indispensable for postganglionic sympathetic neuron development, yet also is required for the generation of postganglionic parasympathetic neurons \[[@CR140]\]. As such it marks a key transcriptional regulator for the generation of all postganglionic neurons in the sympathetic and parasympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system. In parallel the surprising observation was made that postganglionic sympathetic neurons early during development did not only express noradrenergic markers such as Th and Dbh but also the cholinergic locus genes choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) and the vesicular acetylcholine transporter (VAChT) \[[@CR141]--[@CR143]\] (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In chick as well as mouse embryos Phox2b is required for induction of expression of both gene sets.

Gene overexpression studies in chick embryos as well as mutational inactivation in mouse embryos demonstrates that a set of transcription factors including Phox2a and 2b, Gata2 and 3, Hand1, 2 and 3 and Ascl1 interact as a network to accomplish sympathetic neuronal differentiation \[[@CR144], [@CR145]\] (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). An important difference in the transcription factor network between sympathetic and parasympathetic postganglionic neurons observed here concerns Hand2 \[[@CR146], [@CR147]\], the homeo box transcription factor HoxB8 \[[@CR148]\] and the transcription factor Hmx1 \[[@CR143]\]. Hand2 in mouse, chick and zebrafish sympathetic neurons is found to promote noradrenergic differentiation \[[@CR149], [@CR150]\]. Hmx1 mutation in mouse embryos compromises the expression of trkA and the maintenance of Th transcripts. In addition, it prevents the downregulation of the ret receptor subunit involved in the expression of cholinergic properties \[[@CR143]\].Fig. 2Transcriptional control of sympathetic neuron development. **a** Target genes regulated by Phox2b in sympathetic progenitors are detected in the Phox2b-knockout mouse \[[@CR140]\]. Solid black arrows indicate complete absence of the indicated target genes in mutant embryos. In addition to the noradrenergic marker genes Th and Dbh (noradrenergic genes labeled by blue boxes), the cholinergic markers ChAT and VAChT (cholinergic genes labeled by red boxes) are not expressed in Phox2b mouse mutants \[[@CR142]\]. Phox2b does not control initial expression of Ascl1 (white box). Expression of the transcription factor Hand2, which is required for Th and Dbh expression \[[@CR223]\] depends on Phox2b \[[@CR224]\]. Expression of Gata3, which increases Th transcript levels also depends on Phox2b \[[@CR173]\]. Embryonic overexpression demonstrates that each of the transcription factors Phox2b, Phox2a, Hand2 and Gata3 is able to induce the expression of any of the other factors in progenitor cells \[[@CR173], [@CR225], [@CR226]\] (blue stippled arrows). **b** In differentiated neurons different target genes are regulated by Phox2b as detected in conditional mutant mice deleting Phox2b after initial differentiation \[[@CR152]\]. In differentiated sympathetic neurons Phox2b enhances its own expression but is dispensable for Phox2a and Hand2 yet remains required for Gata3 expression. Markers for the cholinergic phenotype as VAChT, Vip and Ret (cholinergic genes labeled by red boxes) appear independent of Phox2b, as well as the generic neuronal marker Tubb3 (generic neuronal genes are indicated by green boxes). On the other hand, peripherin (Prph) and Dbh depend on Phox2b. Hand2 remains required for Th and Dbh expression (noradrenergic genes labeled by blue boxes) in differentiated embryonic sympathetic neurons \[[@CR149]\]. Notably, Hand2 elimination in adult sympathetic neurons reveals still another set of target-genes involved in synapse function \[[@CR147]\]

### Generating diversity among postganglionic sympathetic neurons {#Sec14}

While noradrenergic and cholinergic properties are co-expressed during early differentiation in postganglionic sympathetic neurons in both avian and rodent embryos, cholinergic properties become downregulated rapidly in the majority of the cells while noradrenergic properties remain prominently expressed \[[@CR141], [@CR151]\]. Interestingly, cholinergic gene expression is not controlled by Phox2b in differentiated sympathetic neurons \[[@CR152]\] (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, in mice many cells of the small population of cholinergic neurons retain expression of genes such as Th and Dbh \[[@CR83]\]. Ret, the signal transducing subunit of the GDNF family ligand receptors, is required for the embryonic development of cholinergic sympathetic neurons \[[@CR151]\] and is negatively regulated by Hmx1 \[[@CR143]\]. The majority of cholinergic sympathetic neurons in mice, however, acquire their identity by a switch from a noradrenergic to a cholinergic phenotype after birth of the animals mediated by induction of cholinergic properties in previously noradrenergic neurons by the interaction of the outgrowing nerve fibers with selected target tissues such as sweat glands and periosteum \[[@CR85], [@CR86], [@CR153]\] and neurokine signaling via the gp130 receptor is required \[[@CR87], [@CR222]\] (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Whether the cholinergic phenotype in postganglionic parasympathetic neurons is brought about in a manner similar to sympathetic neurons and how the transcriptome looks in the parasympathetic neurons is currently unclear, besides the absence of Gata3 and Hand1 and the specific expression of Hmx2 and Hmx3 \[[@CR154]\]. It should be mentioned, however, that embryonic postganglionic parasympathetic neurons also transiently express noradrenergic characteristics \[[@CR146], [@CR147], [@CR155]\].

RNA sequencing from individual sympathetic neurons in stellate and thoracic ganglia in mice has now allowed to characterize multiple populations of postganglionic sympathetic neurons by their gene expression profile \[[@CR80]\]. In this manner several classes of noradrenergic neurons could be distinguished apart from a small cholinergic neuron population. Transgenic labeling of individual populations allowed the identification of piloerector and nippleerector neurons and demonstrated their full differentiation at postnatal stages due to interaction with the target tissue (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Postganglionic neurons innervating the heart are still not identified preventing genetic targeting and manipulation of this population. The approach chosen by Furlan \[[@CR80]\] can also be expected to specify the transcriptome of physiologically defined postganglionic sympathetic neuron populations as they are described by Jänig \[[@CR17]\] to unify molecular and electrophysiological classifications.

### Development of the synaptic machinery in postganglionic autonomic neurons {#Sec15}

The postganglionic autonomic neuron is the final element in the autonomic neural circuit and responsible for integration of the central neural input and information propagation to the target tissue. The postsynaptic apparatus receiving the pre-synaptic input in the autonomic ganglion and the presynaptic apparatus conveying the activity pattern at the target synapses are complex machineries crucial for the selective handling and propagation of the information content. Studies in chick ciliary and sympathetic ganglia have shed some light on their development and function.

It is noteworthy that the initial development of neurons in chick ciliary and sympathetic ganglia shares many features. Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are required for the initiation of differentiation in both systems \[[@CR146], [@CR156]--[@CR158]\]. Growth factor action in both ganglia initiates a highly similar sequence of transcription factor expression with the notable exception of Hand2 expression found in chick sympathetic but not ciliary ganglia, followed by the sequential initiation of noradrenergic and cholinergic gene expression \[[@CR139], [@CR141], [@CR146]\]. Noradrenergic and cholinergic genes are also transiently co-expressed in mouse embryonic sympathetic and parasympathetic neurons \[[@CR143], [@CR147], [@CR152], [@CR155]\].

With short delay after initiation of the noradrenergic marker gene induction and several days before target tissue innervation expression of synaptic protein genes commences in chick sympathetic ganglia. This is shown for synaptotagmin I, a critical calcium sensor of the transmitter vesicle membrane, and neurexin 1, a crucial organizer of protein complexes within the pre-synaptic membrane and binding partner to post--synaptic neuroligins \[[@CR159]\]. During the time of target innervation, neurexin isoform expression is altered \[[@CR160]\]. Also in the chick ciliary ganglion several neurexin isoforms are expressed and are able to induce acetylcholine receptor clustering \[[@CR161]\]. Synaptotagmin and synaptophysin are detected before target innervation in ciliary ganglia and isoform expression changes during target innervation \[[@CR162]\]. In addition, regulation by synaptic inputs from preganglionic fibers is shown to affect synaptic protein gene expression \[[@CR163]\]. Interestingly, synaptotagmin II is the prevailing isoform in pre-hatching chick ciliary ganglia while it is absent in sympathetic ganglia where synaptotagmin I is strongly expressed. The data show that synaptic gene expression is induced early during neuronal differentiation and subsequently regulated in a complex manner by target tissue and preganglionic innervation.

The development of synapses and transmission in chick ciliary ganglia has been investigated by electrophysiological and ultrastructural analysis \[[@CR164]\]. Initial development of synapses from preganglionic to postganglionic neurons is independent of signals derived from target tissues of postganglionic neurons \[[@CR165]\] as is the formation of acetylcholine receptor clusters whose formation, however, is interrupted when preganglionic innervation is prevented \[[@CR166]\]. Likewise in chick sympathetic ganglia acetylcholine receptor clustering and channel properties become altered during innervation by preganglionic fibers \[[@CR167], [@CR168]\]. In addition target- derived signals alter receptor composition and properties as exemplified by the effects of heart and kidney cells \[[@CR169]\].

These studies outline aspects of synapse formation in a selected set of autonomic ganglia. They demonstrate induction of the genes coding for synaptic proteins before the onset of preganglionic and postganglionic contact formation. On the other hand they show the modulatory role of preganglionic innervation as well as target contact on the specification of the synaptic machinery. RNA sequencing analysis demonstrates enormous variation in transcript levels between neurons within sympathetic ganglia \[[@CR83]\], which in part correlate with noradrenergic marker transcript levels. The significance of the variance with respect to different neuron subpopulations and activity states has to be clarified. In addition, the comparison of the synaptic protein expression profiles in sympathetic and parasympathetic neurons remains an open question.

### Generation of parasympathetic postganglionic neurons from bi-potent glial precursor- like cells {#Sec16}

Postganglionic parasympathetic neurons are generated later than sympathetic neurons and are located often at sites near their target tissues. The unexpected finding that these parasympathetic neurons are generated from glial progenitor-like cells associated with nerves \[[@CR170], [@CR171]\] explains both of these observations. The precursors migrate along with the outgrowing nerves to the periphery before they differentiate to neurons to form the ganglia. The analysis has been performed for cranial parasympathetic ganglia as well as heart ganglia \[[@CR171]\] and pelvic ganglia \[[@CR154], [@CR170]\]. Similar to sympathetic precursors they express the transcription factor Sox10 characteristic for migrating neural crest cells and Phox2b expressed in all postganglionic autonomic neurons upon initiation of neuronal differentiation, yet different from these they express the glial marker PLP among others. Cell lineage analysis of these cells shows that they can differentiate to neurons as well as glial cells. Mutational inactivation of Ascl1 in mice prevents neuronal differentiation of the parasympathetic postganglionic neurons and diverts the cells to a glial fate. This differs from the situation in sympathetic ganglia where Ascl1 mutation results in the delayed but otherwise normal differentiation of the postganglionic neurons \[[@CR172]\].

### The pelvic ganglion displays a sympathetic not parasympathetic transcription factor fingerprint {#Sec17}

Comparison of marker gene expression in autonomic postganglionic neurons of the mouse embryo from cranial to sacral levels discloses a similarity between cells in the paravertebral sympathetic chain and the pelvic ganglion and critical differences to those of cranial parasympathetic ganglia, strongly suggesting a homologous developmental origin of thoracolumbar and sacral postganglionic autonomic neurons \[[@CR154]\]. While neurons in sympathetic and pelvic ganglia at different embryonic stages express the transcription factors Gata3 and Hand1, cranial parasympathetic neurons express Hmx2 and 3 (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Since Gata3 is critically required for the survival of embryonic sympathetic neurons as well as their maintenance in adult animals \[[@CR173], [@CR174]\] and absent from neurons in cranial parasympathetic ganglia \[[@CR154]\], its expression is a strong indicator of the sympathetic lineage.Table 2Key regulators and their function in the development of the autonomic nervous systemCranialThoracolumbarSacralPreganglionic neurons Phox2b, Phox2a^a^---- --Olig2^b^Olig2^c^ .HoxC9^d^nd Tbx20^e^---- --FoxP1^f^FoxP1^g^ --Isl2^h^ndPostganglionic neurons --Gata3^i^Gata3^j^ --Hand1^k^Hand1^l^ Hand2^m^Hand2^n^nd --HoxB8^o^nd Hmx1^p^Hmx1^q^nd Hmx2 and 3^r^-^r^-^r^In this table transcriptional regulators are shown which are differentially expressed between preganglionic and postganglionic autonomic neurons at different levels of the rostrocaudal axis^a^progenitor domain specific expression \[[@CR228]\]; neuronal differentiation, subtype specific marker expression \[[@CR89], [@CR229]\]; cell cycle exit promotion, controls migration to mantle layer \[[@CR229]\]; pan neuronal induction, synchronization of subtype specification; repression of Olig 2 expression \[[@CR175]\], neurite outgrowth, neuronal migration \[[@CR176]\], promotion of TBX 20 and TBX 2 expression \[[@CR152]\]; requirement for preganglionic neuron development \[[@CR154]\]^b^progenitor domain specific expression; neuronal glial subtype choice \[[@CR230], [@CR231]\]; requirement for preganglionic neuron development \[[@CR154]\]^c^requirement for preganglonic neuron development \[[@CR154]\]^d^mRNA in embryonic mouse spinal cord caudal to T3; area of postmitotic cells \[[@CR232]\]; protein in chick embryo; caudal brachial through thoracic; area of postmitotic cells \[[@CR233]\]; expression in progenitors, differentiation requirement, neuronal migration \[[@CR234]\]; axonal projection \[[@CR235]\]; control of FoxP1 expression \[[@CR235], [@CR236]\]^e^embryonic expression \[[@CR154], [@CR237]\]; cell migration \[[@CR177]\]^f^embryonic expression \[[@CR154], [@CR236]\]; segregation of motor neuron fates \[[@CR236], [@CR238]\]; axon projection \[[@CR238]\]^g^embryonic expression \[[@CR154]\]^h^expression in somatic motoneurons (*sm*) but not in visceromotor (*vm*) or branchiomotor (*bm*) neurons in the hindbrain \[[@CR227], [@CR239], [@CR240]\]; sm and vm/bm neurons at hindbrain levels are derived from different progenitors, whereas both are derived from the same progenitor in the spinal cord \[[@CR212]\]; transient Isl2 expression required for preganglionic neuron development \[[@CR212]\]^i^expression in embryonic mouse sympathetic ganglia \[[@CR241]\]; differential expression in cranial parasympathetic versus sympathetic ganglia in mouse embryo \[[@CR154]\]; lethality in mutant embryos, noradrenaline deficiency \[[@CR242]\]; disturbed differentiation in mutant embryos \[[@CR173], [@CR225]\]; survival requirement in embryos and adult animals \[[@CR174]\]^j^expression in pelvic ganglion \[[@CR154]\]^k^expression in mouse SCG during embryonic, postnatal and adult stage, survival requirement, regulates TrkA expression \[[@CR243]\]; embryonic expression in mouse sympathetic ganglia \[[@CR154]\]^l^expression in embryonic pelvic ganglion \[[@CR154]\]^m^Hand2 is expressed in the mouse sphenopalatine ganglion and is not connected to noradrenergic phenotype expression \[[@CR147]\]; absence from majority of embryonic chick ciliary neurons \[[@CR146], [@CR148]\]^n^expression in chick sympathetic ganglia \[[@CR244]\];cross-regulation with Phox2b, noradrenergic induction \[[@CR226]\]; Hand1 induction \[[@CR223], [@CR245]\]; Th and Dbh induction \[[@CR150], [@CR223], [@CR224]\]; maintenance of Th and Dbh expression \[[@CR149]\]^o^expression in chick embryonic sympathetic ganglia, absence from embryonic chick ciliary ganglia, Hand2 induction in neural crest progenitors, Th and Dbh inductionin neural crest progenitors \[[@CR148]\]^p^transient expression in mouse ciliary ganglion \[[@CR246]\]^q^maintained expression in mouse sympathetic ganglia, required for TrkA expression, for Th maintenance, not for Vmat2 and Dbh \[[@CR143]\]^r^expression in mouse parasympathetic ganglia but not in mouse sympathetic and pelvic ganglia \[[@CR154]\]*nd* Not determined

Mutational inactivation of Olig2 required for motoneuron differentiation results in the lack of preganglionic nerves, which surprisingly did not affect the size of the pelvic ganglion \[[@CR154]\]. In addition, glial- like precursor cells expressing Sox10 and PHOX2b could not be observed on the nerves traversing the splanchnic region surrounding the developing pelvic ganglion. As such, these authors conclude that the precursors forming this ganglion resemble those forming sympathetic ganglia and not those forming cranial parasympathetic ganglia. The discrepancy with the results of Sox10 lineage-tracing identifying pelvic ganglia as parasympathetic \[[@CR170]\] remains to be resolved.

### The transcriptional fingerprint of developing preganglionic neurons differs between cranial and all spinal levels {#Sec18}

Analysis of marker genes at the sites of preganglionic neuron development in the mouse embryo demonstrates two distinct patterns of transcription factor expression at cranial as compared to thoracolumbar and sacral levels \[[@CR154]\]. While Tbx2, 3 and 20 and Phox2b are expressed at the sites of cranial preganglionic neuron differentiation, they are absent not only at thoracolumbar but also sacral levels of preganglionic neuron development where FoxP1 is expressed instead \[[@CR154]\] (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to the thoracolumbar region, preganglionic neuron development in the sacral domain depends on the transcription factor Olig2 which is also required for somatic motor neuron development \[[@CR154]\]. Cranial preganglionic neuron development, different from thoracolumbar and sacral preganglionic neuronal differentiation, requires Phox2b \[[@CR89]\]. In Phox2b mutant mice all cranial visceromotor as well as branchiomotor neurons are absent while somatic motoneurons at spinal levels are unaffected. Importantly, overexpression of Phox2b in the spinal cord of chick embryos results in neurite outgrowth and exit of the axon via the dorsal roots \[[@CR175], [@CR176]\]. Tbx2 and 20 expression depends on Phox2b \[[@CR152]\]. For Tbx20 a function in the migration of cranial motoneurons during development has been demonstrated \[[@CR177]\]. Thus the sequential action of Phox2b and Tbx20 appears to play critical roles in the differentiation, migration and axon projection characteristic of cranial motoneurons and distinct from spinal preganglionic motoneurons.Fig. 3Preganglionic autonomic neurons, key transcription factors in their embryonic development and the classification of autonomic nervous system domains. The figure schematically displays the sympathetic and parasympathetic domains of autonomic preganglionic neurons and provides classical and recent naming proposals for the distinct subdivisions. These are derived primarily from physiological and pharmacological studies (Langley \[[@CR1]\] see figure 1), evolutionary comparison within vertebrates (Nilsson \[[@CR200]\], see figure 2) and developmental studies of critical regulators of neuronal cell lineage (Brunet and colleagues first presented in Espinosa--Medina et al., \[[@CR154]\], see figure 4). The transcription factors responsible for the current renaming proposal from sacral "parasympathetic" to "sympathetic" are depicted above the schematic illustration of consecutive domains of the central nervous system harboring preganglionic autonomic neurons. The expression patterns and function are discussed in the main text and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The illustration is modified from Osumi and colleagues \[[@CR227]\] with the mesencephalon containing the neuronal cell bodies giving rise to preganglionic axons to the IIIrd cranial nerve (N. oculomotorius) and the parasympathetic ciliary ganglion. The schematic illustration of the metencephalon displays rhombomeres 1 to 7 with the neuronal cell bodies giving rise to the visceromotor axons in the VIIth (N. facialis) and Xth (N. vagus) cranial nerves. The source of the Vth (N. trigeminus) and IXth nerve (N. glossopharyngeus) are omitted for simplicity. Within the thoracolumbar sympathetic domain, three different axon trajectories are indicated: leftward orientation indicating the rostral direction of preganglionic axons towards the SCG, rightward orientation towards more caudally located ganglia in the paravertebral sympathetic chains, and downward orientation indicating projection to prevertebral sympathetic ganglia. In the sacral autonomic domain at the right end of the scheme, axon projections indicate nerve fibers not entering the paravertebral sympathetic chain and traversing abdominal space in the N. pelvicus and pudentus

### Apportionment of preganglionic to postganglionic synaptic connectivity {#Sec19}

By electrophysiological recording and cell labeling techniques synaptic input from parasympathetic and sympathetic preganglionic neurons to individual postganglionic cells was quantified to study the features of ganglionic information processing. Analysis of the rodent submandibular ganglion \[[@CR178], [@CR179]\], the rabbit ciliary ganglion \[[@CR180]\] and the hamster superior cervical ganglion \[[@CR181]\] demonstrated a decrease of the number of preganglionic neurons innervating individual postganglionic cells during postnatal to adult stages.

During postnatal development the number of preganglionic fibers innervating individual neurons in the submandibular ganglion decreases while the number of synaptic boutons increases resulting in ganglion cells innervated by single preganglionic neurons in the rat \[[@CR178]\]. Comparison of the submandibular ganglion in different mammalian species including rat, hamster, guinea pig and rabbit shows that the number of preganglionic axons terminating onto one postganglionic cell correlates with the dendritic complexity of the postganglionic cell and the size of the animal \[[@CR182]\]. In the rabbit ciliary ganglion the number of preganglionic neurons innervating single postganglionic cells is postnatally reduced from four to two on average in adulthood \[[@CR180]\]. As the cell number remains fairly constant and the counts of synaptic boutons increases during this period, the observations demonstrate the reorganization of preganglionic innervation focusing the input of single preganglionic cells to a reduced set of postganglionic cells. Interestingly, the input of one preganglionic neuron is confined to a restricted domain of the dendritic arbor of the postganglionic cell \[[@CR183]\].

In the guinea pig superior cervical ganglion, a preganglionic fiber is estimated to contact 50 to 200 postganglionic neurons \[[@CR184]\]. An individual postganglionic neuron receives a minimum of 10 preganglionic inputs derived on average from four adjacent thoracic spinal cord segments \[[@CR185]\]. The numbers in the hamster superior cervical ganglion are somewhat smaller with an average 6 to 7 preganglionic fibers from 2 to 3 spinal cord segments converging onto each postganglionic neuron in the mature animal compared to more than 11 preganglionic fibers from 3 to 4 spinal cord segments in young specimens \[[@CR181]\]. Depriving postganglionic neurons of the guinea pig superior cervical ganglion of their target reduces ganglionic transmission and the number of synaptic profiles, a process that can be prevented by nerve growth factor administration \[[@CR121]\]. Application of NGF antiserum in guinea pigs results in the reduction of preganglionic transmission to and synaptic bouton numbers on superior cervical ganglion neurons \[[@CR186]\] indicating that target -- derived nerve growth factor is required to establish and maintain the normal synaptic complement of the cells.

Crucial progress came from NGF mutant mice where the loss of sympathetic neurons was prevented by the additional mutation of the proapoptotic gene Bax \[[@CR187]\]. In newborn double mutant animals, the formation of pre- as well as postsynaptic specializations was severely compromised. Activated trkA endosomes retrogradely transported from the target within the axon via the cell soma towards the dendrites are required to form and maintain the normal synaptic bouton complement \[[@CR122]\]. In addition, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) produced by preganglionic neurons promotes synapse formation onto postganglionic neurons \[[@CR188]\]. In BDNF mutant mice, the number of synapses onto superior cervical ganglion neurons in mature animals is reduced whereas BDNF overexpression with the help of the DBH promoter results in hyperinnervation and increases synapse number \[[@CR188]\]. Importantly, neural activity affects the action of NGF and BDNF on synapse formation \[[@CR189], [@CR190]\] thereby pointing to a mechanism by which neurotrophins and nerve cell activity could regulate synapse formation from pre-to postganglionic sympathetic neurons in a quantitative manner. Furthermore growth factors from other families may be involved in this process as shown by conditional inactivation of the bone morphogenetic protein receptor BMPR1a in sympathetic ganglia of adult mice \[[@CR191]\].

Thus, innervation and synapse formation in sympathetic ganglia are controlled by different families of growth factors, in particular neurotrophin signaling. The corresponding factors involved in synapse formation in parasympathetic ganglia are not resolved. In addition, the factors that regulate the establishment of specific connections in different autonomic pathways are unknown.

### Developmental specification of the connections from preganglionic to postganglionic neurons and to target tissues -- the unresolved domain {#Sec20}

The question of how the specific connections from preganglionic neurons to the target tissue are brought about is unresolved. This entails a number of different problems of distinct interest. A very productive approach has been applied to somatic motoneuron development \[[@CR192]\] where transcription factors required for motoneuron innervation of specific muscle targets have been characterized and their target genes specified. Such analysis is currently not available for the autonomic nervous system. Yet PHOX2b overexpression studies indicate that this transcription factor may be involved in the choice of dorsal axon exit in the hindbrain by parasympathetic cranial preganglionic neurons \[[@CR176]\]. Preganglionic neurons in the spinal cord at bona fide sympathetic thoracolumbar levels as well as sacral levels choose ventral exit points similar to their developmentally related Olig2-dependent somatic motoneurons. The question here is, how the preganglionic axons fasciculate and then segregate from the ventral root as a white ramus. The preganglionic axons form the white ramus to enter the paravertebral sympathetic chain and synapse on postganglionic neurons in the paravertebral ganglia or to traverse and terminate in prevertebral ganglia, onto neurons of the artery-associated plexuses or the pelvic plexuses or ganglion. The molecular determinants of these decisions are currently unknown, which highlights the unresolved question of the formation of the white rami and the difference between cranial, thoracolumbar and sacral trajectories of preganglionic axons.

Molecular understanding is, however, emerging concerning the question of the formation of the paravertebral sympathetic strands and their projections. Neuropilin 1 and 2, receptors for semaphorins and vascular endothelial growth factor, are expressed in postganglionic sympathetic neurons \[[@CR193]\]. Mutational inactivation of neuropilin 1 or semaphorin 3A results in disturbed migration of sympathetic neurons, aggregation to ganglia and fasciculation of their axons resulting in a misplacing of the neuronal cell bodies and the disturbance of the axon trunks forming the paravertebral ganglia chain \[[@CR194]\]. In addition, semaphorin 3A and VEGF-levels regulate vascular innervation by sympathetic neurons \[[@CR195]\] where VEGF reduces semaphorin 3A-evoked growth cone collapse \[[@CR196]\]. In addition, other growth factors are involved in the regulation and direction of postganglionic sympathetic axon outgrowth. Endothelins, vascular endothelial derived factors, are critical for pathway selection of axons from superior cervical ganglion neurons on their way to targets in the head \[[@CR197]\] and the heart \[[@CR198]\]. Netrin 1, produced in vascular smooth muscle cells, and acting on the Dcc 1 (deleted in colorectal cancer) receptor expressed in sympathetic neurons is required for normal vascular innervation and vasoconstriction as shown in conditional mutant mice \[[@CR199]\]. The full complement of the factors acting to position postganglionic sympathetic neurons at the ganglionic sites and to direct the outgoing axons to the precise targets are unknown but important first steps have been undertaken.

Two key unresolved problems are the transition from axon outgrowth to target innervation and the establishment, competition for and maintenance of synapses. These critical events during the development of a neural network composed of diverse target--specific pathways are incompletely understood for the autonomic nervous system. To what extent population specific cell surface markers may play a role in this process is still unknown. The critical issue of how the neural circuits to the different, in part closely associated autonomic targets such as sweat glands and the neighboring blood vessels are selectively innervated is still open for analysis.

### Summarizing remarks {#Sec21}

A range of cell biological, molecular and surgical techniques established a detailed knowledge of the development of the noradrenergic transmitter phenotype in postganglionic sympathetic neurons including the growth factor signaling systems and the transcription factors required for induction, differentiation and maintenance of the cells. The differentiation of the cholinergic postganglionic parasympathetic neurons is not characterized in its molecular mechanism. Yet, the transcription factors expressed in these neurons during development are known at least in part. This is also the case for the preganglionic neurons in both the sympathetic and parasympathetic system. With the increasing characterization of the transcription factors expressed and required in sympathetic and parasympathetic neurons, the close relation of thoracolumbar and sacral autonomic neurons and the difference from cranial autonomic neuronal development at both preganglionic and postganglionic levels is recognized and provokes the renaming of the sacral division of the autonomic nervous system as sympathetic.

With electrophysiological and histochemical techniques, subpopulations of postganglionic sympathetic neurons have been characterized and their target tissues described. RNA sequencing techniques are now complementing this approach to molecularly specify the efferent sympathetic outflow pathways. This approach is still lacking for the postganglionic parasympathetic neurons and the preganglionic neurons of both branches of the autonomic nervous system.

A major quest concerning the development of the autonomic nervous system remains the understanding of process outgrowth from both preganglionic and postganglionic neurons and the establishment of neuronal specificity. Some molecular players have been identified but the picture is far from complete. The question how the outgrowing neuronal processes are directed to and choose among alternative target structures and how the strength of the synaptic connections is established and regulated are key problems for the coming years.

Conclusions {#Sec22}
===========

The classical scheme of the autonomic nervous system as delineated by Langley and Gaskell included a cranial and a sacral parasympathetic domain divided by a thoracolumbar sympathetic domain. One critical argument for the classical subdivision of the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems was the anatomical segregation along the body axes of the preganglionic outflow from the cranial, the thoracolumbar and the sacral level by gaps devoid of white communicating rami containing myelinated preganglionic fibers. In addition to the anatomical location of the preganglionic neuronal cell bodies, a range of arguments are brought forward which do not provide unequivocal criteria. These weaker arguments include the neurotransmitter phenotype, the distance from postganglionic cell bodies to target tissue and the opposite action of sympathetic and parasympathetic stimulation on a range of target organs. Yet, the classical subdivision of the domains in the autonomic nervous system is only partially supported by the molecular signatures specifying cellular differentiation.

Is the sacral autonomic outflow parasympathetic or sympathetic? {#Sec23}
---------------------------------------------------------------

With the analysis of the transcription factors expressed in the precursors and differentiating neurons of the cranial, thoracolumbar and sacral domains involved in the generation of preganglionic and postganglionic autonomic neurons \[[@CR154]\], strong evidence has been obtained to indicate that thoracolumbar and sacral developmental pathways to autonomic neurons show critical similarities and differ fundamentally from cranial pathways. The critical argument rests on cell-autonomously acting developmental regulators, specifying neuronal progenitor domains, directing neuronal subtype differentiation and affecting the direction of axonal outgrowth, which are shared between the thoracolumbar and the sacral domain and are different from the cranial region (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This enforces the renaming of the sacral autonomic domain under the same label as the thoracolumbar domain. As the succession of transcription factor expression, i.e. the central regulators of cell type- specific gene expression, has been established as the gold standard for classification of cell populations and tissue types, these results provide a strong argument to rename the sacral autonomic neural pathways from parasympathetic to sympathetic.

Alternatively, the term spinal autonomic appears appropriate. Indeed, based on comparative anatomical analysis between vertebrate classes, the term "spinal autonomic" was proposed earlier to include the sympathetic and the sacral, then called parasympathetic, autonomic system \[[@CR200]\] (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). It remains to be seen, to what extent developmental and evolutionary analysis are going to converge and support the proposed renaming.

Conflicting views on the naming of autonomic nervous system subdivisions {#Sec24}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

As already emphasized by Langley \[[@CR1]\], the term "sympathetic" in Winslow's use included not only the intercostal nerve, the paravertebral sympathetic chain, but also the vagus nerve. On the other hand, Gaskell \[[@CR7]\], page 15), was so impressed by the consensus between the anatomical paths, histological features and physiological action of the vaso-motor nerves, that he considered it more appropriate to replace the "meaningless title of main sympathetic chain" by "the chain of vaso-motor ganglia". This idea, however, was abandoned. Another problem in subdividing the autonomic nervous system already recognized since Langley was the composition of the parasympathetic system including three subdivisions leading to the impression \[[@CR201]\] that the term "parasympathetic" is a basket for everything being efferent but neither sympathetic nor somatic motoneuron targeting striated muscle.

The recent description of developmental regulators involved in the differentiation of autonomic neurons and the proposed renaming of the "sacral autonomic outflow" initiated a heated dispute \[[@CR202]--[@CR208]\]. The groups defending the classical naming \[[@CR202]--[@CR205], [@CR208]\] correctly point to the importance of the description of diverse autonomic pathways to the different target organs subserving the complex homeostatic integration characteristic of the autonomic nervous system. Yet, they are not able to convincingly defend why the proposed renaming of the sacral autonomic domain would conflict with the appreciation of this autonomic complexity. In addition, they vaguely refer to pharmacological and tutorial arguments to maintain the classical nomenclature. Neither of the latter two categories of arguments is strong, as realized already by Langley in his work on the pharmacology of sweat secretion and much more by his discussion of the terms "autonomic", "involuntary", "vegetative" and, most importantly, the term "sympathetic".

From the rebuttal discussions \[[@CR202], [@CR208], [@CR209]\] it seems that transcription factor profiles are seen merely as embryonic signatures not intimately related to the mature physiological standing of the neuron under consideration. In particular, the importance to understand the development of the different autonomic neuron populations in the diverse sympathetic and parasympathetic pathways to different targets is not evident from these discussions. This view neglects the evidence obtained in diverse neuronal populations from different animal phyla demonstrating the linkage of transcriptional control of neuron subtype development and the acquisition as well as maintenance of subtype--specific functional properties of the neuronal elements constituting the diverse neural circuits \[[@CR144], [@CR210], [@CR211]\].

The visceral motoneurons at hindbrain level are derived from different progenitor populations than the somatic motoneurons whereas both are derived from the same progenitor population in the spinal cord \[[@CR212]\]. This is reflected in the highly divergent profile of transcription factors essential for their differentiation (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The identity of critical factors, in particular Olig2 and FoxP1 as compared to Phox2B and TBX20, along the rostrocaudal axis of the spinal cord from thoracolumbar to sacral levels poses no trivial fact as suggested \[[@CR209]\] but reflects a basic developmental program realized in vertebrates. This program organizes spinal as compared to hindbrain nervous tissue, and sets up the position, identity and axonal projection of neurons, which are prerequisites for, rather than consequences of their physiological function (compare \[[@CR205]\]). It is within this "spinal" developmental, anatomical and connectivity framework that we understand the sympathetic autonomic outflow. Recent studies into molecular development demonstrate that critical characteristics of this framework also apply to the sacral autonomic region and are fundamentally different from those of the cranial autonomic domain.

Future results of interest that may affect the naming choices for autonomic nervous system subdivisions {#Sec25}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The amazing progress with RNA sequencing techniques that allow quantitative detection of message transcribed from each gene within the cellular genome provided a quantum leap in the characterization of gene expression patterns within cell populations and single cells. Among autonomic neurons detailed data are available for postganglionic sympathetic neurons derived from stellate and thoracic ganglia \[[@CR80], [@CR83]\]. Genome wide expression data for cranial, heart and abdominal autonomic ganglia can be expected and will provide invaluable insight into the diversification of sympathetic and parasympathetic neurons. Of particular interest will be the characterization of the subpopulations in the cardiac ganglia and the pelvic ganglia as both contain populations of cholinergic and noradrenergic cells. The comparison of data from pelvic and celiac ganglion neurons versus superior cervical and stellate ganglion neurons will be highly interesting as it can be expected to show differences between postganglionic neurons distinguished by their migration and final settlement with respect to the distance to the spinal cord and their origin in the neural crest. Finally, comparison with the transcriptomes of the neurons in the cranial parasympathetic ganglia will answer a range of questions including the difference between primarily noradrenergic sympathetic and cholinergic parasympathetic neurons.

More challenging but at least as important will be the characterization by RNA sequencing of preganglionic sympathetic and parasympathetic neurons at all levels of the body axis. Again a host of questions will be addressed and the comparison to somatic motoneurons on the one hand and the subpopulations of preganglionic autonomic neurons on the other hand can be expected to provide crucial progress. A key problem linked to this approach is the molecular understanding of the pathways taken by preganglionic neurons from either system. Aspects of this topic are the understanding of the differences between preganglionic sympathetic neurons targeting postganglionic neurons in the paravertebral sympathetic chain, those targeting neurons in the prevertebral ganglia and those destined to innervate more distal plexuses. Another crucial point is the understanding of the molecular control of target innervation in cases where the sympathetic and the parasympathetic system innervate different sites within the same target tissue, i.e. the ciliary body, the heart and the pelvic organs.

Bringing about the sympathies of the body {#Sec26}
-----------------------------------------

Already some 300 years ago the sympathetic paravertebral chain and vagus nerve, then called the great and the medium sympathetic (\[[@CR3]\], partially translated by Langley \[[@CR1]\]), were considered to mediate the functional harmony between the organs. With critical advances in physiological and pharmacological investigation some 100 years ago, these two domains of the nervous system, the sympathetic and parasympathetic autonomic branches, became appreciated as often working antagonistically and operating with different transmitter systems to balance the working of many organs \[[@CR1], [@CR5]\]. The fusion of this line of thought with considerations of the homeostasis of bodily functions in response to different stressor or relaxation settings \[[@CR4]\] resulted in the appealing yet too often oversimplified thinking of two antagonistic efferent systems ensuring balance of key physiological parameters from "fight and flight" to "rest and digest" situations (see \[[@CR201]\], for critical discussion).

The molecular and physiological characterization of the autonomic neurons has provided very refined knowledge of neuron subpopulations distinguished by their neurochemistry, electrical activity and reflex behavior upon sensory stimulation. The integration into autonomic networks is only partially understood, however. The molecular identity of the preganglionic and postganglionic neurons synaptically linked in distinct autonomic pathways is still undefined at the level of the molecular players mediating the specific synaptic connection. In addition, the postganglionic sympathetic neurons targeting major organs such as heart, lung and kidney are not yet characterized by their full transcriptional fingerprint. Thus, a significant gap remains between the cellular characterization of autonomic neurons and the understanding of their embedding in neural networks mediating homeostatic control. Two key systems coordinating organ functions, the cardio -- respiratory balancing of respiration and perfusion \[[@CR213], [@CR214]\] and the cardio -- renal control of the fluid matrix \[[@CR215]--[@CR217]\] are directed by autonomic neurons whose molecular fingerprints are not resolved to an extent that allows their distinction from other autonomic pathways during development or in the adult organism.

Taken together, the molecular and developmental characterization of selected autonomic neuron subgroups \[[@CR80]\] awaits to be extended to those physiologically and anatomically defined neurons supplying key organs involved in homeostatic regulatory processes such as heart, lung, kidney as well as skin, gut and bladder. A major open question is how the appropriate pairs of preganglionic and postganglionic partners connect during development to establish the diverse and distinct neural pathways regulating different target tissues \[[@CR218]--[@CR220]\]. An even greater challenge is the central connection of the preganglionic neurons and their full embedment into reflex arcs starting with sensory neurons.

The synthesis of physiological characterization and molecular identification in combination with developmental analysis of autonomic neurons promises not only a comprehensive understanding of the neural networks underlying homeostatic regulation of the body functions but also of their emergence during vertebrate development and evolution.
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:   Achaete- scute family bHLH transcription factor 1

Bax

:   BCL2 associated X, apoptosis regulator

BDNF

:   Brain-derived neurotrophic factor

BMP

:   Bone morphogenetic protein

ChAT

:   Choline acetyltransferase

DBH

:   Dopaminebeta-hydroxylase

DDC

:   Deleted in colorectal carcinoma

FoxP1

:   Forkhead box P1

Gata2/3

:   GATA binding protein 2/3

GDNF

:   Glial cell line derived neurotrophic factor

Hand1/2

:   Heart and neural crest derivatives expressed1/2

Hb9 (Mnx1)

:   Motor neuron and pancreas homeobox 1

Hmx1

:   H6 homeobox1

Hoxb8

:   Homeobox b8

HRP

:   Horseraddish peroxidase

Islet1/2

:   ISL LIM homeobox1/2

NGF

:   Nerve growth factor

Olig2

:   Oligodendrocyte transcription factor 2

Phox2a/b

:   Paired-like homeobox 2a/b

PLP

:   Proteolipid protein

Ret

:   Ret proto-oncogene

Sox10

:   SRY-box 10

Tbx

:   T-box transcription factor

Th

:   Tyrosine hydroxylase

trkA

:   (Ntrk1) neurotrophic tyrosine kinase receptor 1

VAChT

:   Vesicular acetylcholine transporter

VEGF

:   Vascular endothelial growth factor
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